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add_attr

Add attribute to abject

Description

Add attribute to abject

Usage

add_attr(var, attribute, name)

Arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>var</td>
<td>A tibble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>An object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>A character name of the attribute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**add_class**

**Value**
A tibble with an additional attribute

**as_matrix**

**Description**
Get matrix from tibble

**Usage**
as_matrix(tbl, rownames = NULL, do_check = TRUE)

**Arguments**
tbl A tibble
rownames A character string of the rownames
do_check A boolean

**Value**
A matrix
drop_class  Remove class to object

Description
Remove class to object

Usage
drop_class(var, name)

Arguments
var  A tibble
name  A character name of the class

Value
A tibble with an additional attribute

error_if_log_transformed

Check whether a numeric vector has been log transformed

Description
Check whether a numeric vector has been log transformed

Usage
error_if_log_transformed(x, .abundance)

Arguments
x  A numeric vector
.abundance  A character name of the transcript/gene abundance column

Value
NA
get_abundance_norm_if_exists

Get column names either from user or from attributes

Description
Get column names either from user or from attributes

Usage
get_abundance_norm_if_exists(.data, .abundance)

Arguments
- .data A tibble
- .abundance A character name of the abundance column

Value
A list of column enquo or error

get_elements

Get column names either from user or from attributes

Description
Get column names either from user or from attributes

Usage
get_elements(.data, .element, of_samples = TRUE)

Arguments
- .data A tibble
- .element A character name of the sample column
- of_samples A boolean

Value
A list of column enquo or error
get_elements_features  Get column names either from user or from attributes

Description
Get column names either from user or from attributes

Usage
get_elements_features(.data, .element, .feature, of_samples = TRUE)

Arguments
- .data: A tibble
- .element: A character name of the sample column
- .feature: A character name of the transcript/gene column
- of_samples: A boolean

Value
A list of column enquo or error

get_elements_features_abundance  Get column names either from user or from attributes

Description
Get column names either from user or from attributes

Usage
get_elements_features_abundance(
  .data,
  .element,
  .feature,
  .abundance,
  of_samples = TRUE
)
**get_sample_counts**

**Arguments**

- **.data** A tibble
- **.element** A character name of the sample column
- **.feature** A character name of the transcript/gene column
- **.abundance** A character name of the read count column
- **of_samples** A boolean

**Value**

A list of column enquo or error

---

**get_sample_counts**  
*Get column names either from user or from attributes*

**Description**

Get column names either from user or from attributes

**Usage**

```
get_sample_counts(.data, .sample, .abundance)
```

**Arguments**

- **.data** A tibble
- **.sample** A character name of the sample column
- **.abundance** A character name of the read count column

**Value**

A list of column enquo or error
**get_sample_transcript**  
*Get column names either from user or from attributes*

**Description**
Get column names either from user or from attributes

**Usage**
```
get_sample_transcript(.data, .sample, .transcript)
```

**Arguments**
- `.data` A tibble
- `.sample` A character name of the sample column
- `.transcript` A character name of the transcript/gene column

**Value**
A list of column enquo or error

---

**get_sample_transcript_counts**  
*Get column names either from user or from attributes*

**Description**
Get column names either from user or from attributes

**Usage**
```
get_sample_transcript_counts(.data, .sample, .transcript, .abundance)
```

**Arguments**
- `.data` A tibble
- `.sample` A character name of the sample column
- `.transcript` A character name of the transcript/gene column
- `.abundance` A character name of the read count column

**Value**
A list of column enquo or error
**Description**

get_x_y_annotation_columns

**Usage**

get_x_y_annotation_columns(.data, .horizontal, .vertical, .abundance)

**Arguments**

- **.data**
  A `tbl` formatted as | <SAMPLE> | <TRANSCRIPT> | <COUNT> | <...> |
- **.horizontal**
  The name of the column horizontally presented in the heatmap
- **.vertical**
  The name of the column vertically presented in the heatmap
- **.abundance**
  The name of the transcript/gene abundance column

**Value**

A list

---

**heatmap**

*Creates a* `ComplexHeatmap` *plot from* `tbl`

**Description**

plot_heatmap() takes a tbl object and easily produces a ComplexHeatmap plot, with integration with tibble and dplyr frameworks.

**Usage**

```r
heatmap(
  .data, 
  .horizontal, 
  .vertical, 
  .abundance, 
  annotation = NULL, 
  log_transform = FALSE 
)
```
Arguments

.data A 'tbl' formatted as | <SAMPLE> | <TRANSCRIPT> | <COUNT> | <...> |
.horizontal The name of the column horizontally presented in the heatmap
.vertical The name of the column vertically presented in the heatmap
.abundance The name of the transcript/gene abundance column
.annotation Vector of quotes
.log_transform A boolean, whether the value should be log-transformed (e.g., TRUE for RNA sequencing data)

Details

To be added.

Value

A ‘ComplexHeatmap’ object

Examples

```r
library(dplyr)
tidyHeatmap::N52 %>%
group_by(`Cell type`) %>%
tidyHeatmap::heatmap(
  .horizontal = UBR,
  .vertical = symbol_ct,
  .abundance = `read count normalised log`,
  .annotation = CAPRA_TOTAL
)
```

ifelse2_pipe

This is a generalisation of ifelse that accepts an object and return an objects

Description

This is a generalisation of ifelse that accepts an object and return an objects

Usage

```r
ifelse2_pipe(.x, .p1, .p2, .f1, .f2, .f3 = NULL)
```
ifelse_pipe

Arguments

- **.x**  
  A tibble
- **.p1**  
  A boolean
- **.p2**  
  ELSE IF condition
- **.f1**  
  A function
- **.f2**  
  A function
- **.f3**  
  A function

Value

A tibble

---

*This is a generalisation of ifelse that accepts an object and return an objects*

Description

This is a generalisation of ifelse that accepts an object and return an objects

Usage

```r
ifelse_pipe(.x, .p, .f1, .f2 = NULL)
```

Arguments

- **.x**  
  A tibble
- **.p**  
  A boolean
- **.f1**  
  A function
- **.f2**  
  A function

Value

A tibble
Example data set N52

Description

Example data set N52

Usage

N52

Format

An object of class tbl_df (inherits from tbl.data.frame) with 520 rows and 15 columns.

parse_formula

Description

.formula parser

Usage

parse_formula(fm)

Arguments

fm a formula

Value

A character vector
### pasilla

**Example data set Pasilla**

#### Description

Example data set Pasilla

#### Usage

```
# pasilla
```

#### Format

An object of class `tbl_df` (inherits from `tbl, data.frame`) with 504 rows and 6 columns.

### plot_heatmap

**plot_heatmap**

#### Description

`plot_heatmap()` takes a tbl object and easily produces a ComplexHeatmap plot, with integration with tibble and dplyr frameworks.

#### Usage

```
plot_heatmap(
  .data,  
  .horizontal,  
  .vertical,  
  .abundance,  
  annotation = NULL,  
  log_transform = FALSE 
)
```

#### Arguments

- **.data**
  A `tbl` formatted as `| <SAMPLE> | <TRANSCRIPT> | <COUNT> | <...> |`
- **.horizontal**
  The name of the column horizontally presented in the heatmap
- **.vertical**
  The name of the column vertically presented in the heatmap
- **.abundance**
  The name of the transcript/gene abundance column
- **annotation**
  Vector of quotes
- **log_transform**
  A boolean, whether the value should be log-transformed (e.g., `TRUE` for RNA sequencing data)
Details
To be added.

Value
A ‘ComplexHeatmap’ object

prepend
From rlang deprecated

Description
From rlang deprecated

Usage
prepend(x, values, before = 1)

Arguments
x An array
values An array
before A boolean

Value
An array

scale_design
Scale design matrix

Description
Scale design matrix

Usage
scale_design(df, .formula)

Arguments
df A tibble
.formula a formula

Value
A tibble
select_closest_pairs

Sub function of remove_redundancy_elements_though_reduced_dimensions

Description
Sub function of remove_redundancy_elements_though_reduced_dimensions

Usage
select_closest_pairs(df)

Arguments
df A tibble

Value
A tibble with pairs to drop
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